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Kenneth is the first puppy I have raised for
Guiding Eyes. In one short sentence, I’m
pretty sure every raiser knows how this is
going to read. I hope you’ll indulge me,
anyway.
When I was handed Kenneth off the van in
an IKEA parking lot over a year ago, I was so
sure I knew exactly what I was getting into. It
will come as no surprise to anyone that I was
wrong right from the beginning, given we
ended up bringing three puppies in our car,
because Loki’s and Kevin’s raisers were
unable to meet the van! From there, the
surprises just kept on rolling.
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We learned Kenneth works best when
there’s a lot going on around him. He’s
incredibly bright and his mind moves so
fast he needs a busy atmosphere when
working to keep his brain busy enough for
him to be happy. He also, thankfully, has
never had any issues with loud noises –
kind of a must when you’re twelve weeks
old, July 4th rolls around, and there’s a fire
station and a police station half a mile away
from your house. Can we say city dog?
Kenneth is such a champion at
encountering new situations, too. We have
asked a lot of him during his time with us –
multiple excursions to the White House and
various other government buildings,
airports, professional baseball games,
theatrical experiences, and he has never
balked at any of them. He even convinced
my father-in-law, someone who professes
to be “allergic” to dogs, that he actually
likes dogs when they are well-behaved.

We got told that new puppies are going to
sleep 18 to 20 hours a day, that it was normal
for them to sleep a lot. I don’t think Kenneth
ever got the memo, because he NEVER
napped as a young puppy, to the point that I
had several panicked, tearful phone calls with
fellow raisers and Jeanyne wondering what the
heck I was doing wrong that my puppy wasn’t
sleeping. Turns out it was just Kenneth
exercising his independent mind from Day 1
(he does nap all of the time now)!
As time went on that independence grew
into curiosity and confidence in such a wide
variety of settings, it’s almost unbelievable!

Continued…….
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Kenneth…continued
I can’t even begin to express the gratitude and love I feel toward GEB, and even more so to Kenneth. He was my first dog
after having to put down my Great Dane a year and a half before Kenneth’s arrival, and he truly taught me that it’s okay to fall
in love with a dog again. He also allowed my partner and me to make so many wonderful connections, friends and mentors
through our region team, fellow raisers, and beyond.
I will never be able to express how truly grateful I am for everything Kenneth has given to me, and, as we all do, I dearly
hope he will choose the path that makes him the most happy and safe. Rooting for you always, Barracuda Baby, my Kenny B

Kenneth…then and now…
thank you Karoline and partner!

Raiser of the Month
Lucy…she loves children!
From the very moment I picked her up, I knew that Lucy was
a special little girl. She is one of the sweetest pups I have ever
known. I am sure she taught me more than I taught her. Lucy
was a snuggle bug who brought comfort to everyone, especially
children.

When our grandchildren came
we took Lucy everywhere with us;
on the metro, to museums, walks in
the park and meals out.
Above all else, well besides treats,
Lucy loves children. She played and
cuddled and walked with my
grandchildren. They in turn loved to
teach her new skills.

Lucy came to school with me and greeted every
student and teacher respectfully and happily allowed as
many pets the kids bestowed on her. Once she began
play dates with brother Loki and friends Krissy and
Kenneth, her life was complete. We both are very
social. Lucy helped redecorate our kitchen, going to all
the stores to find tile, counters, cabinets etc. She is a
well behaved and a fun shopper.

It takes a village to raise a guiding-eye pup, and I am
grateful to all who puppy sat and helped guide me. The
puppy sitters (there were many), Stacey, Margie and
Karoline all had as much to do with her success at her
IFT as Jeanyne, Jean and I did. But it is really Lucy
who is the charmer and the one who is so smart,
learning quickly and never losing her sweetness.
I miss her every day, and I hope that she serves the
community well in whatever capacity is decided for her.
Good luck Lucy from your raiser…Debbie
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Meg is great in the grocery store and in public
situations, and we're hoping that she will choose the
career that suits her best.
Best of luck to Meg – Bobbie, Jim and Pepper

Meg… the yoga dog!
Jim and I, along with our four-legged Pepper, were
delighted to have Meg come into our home after the excellent
training she received from Azusa and Ikuo.
Meg has a strong personality, but she is not quite as
inquisitive as our previous GEB puppy, Minnie. We love her
ability to chill while there is a lot of activity going on around
her. She had been called a yoga-dog while on a stay-away
since she likes to relax in unusual positions reminiscent of a
pretzel, as well as sleeping half-on and half-off her doggy bed.

In their home country of
Japan, Azusa and Ikuo are
wishing Meg good luck as
well!

Raiser of the Month
Loki… brother to sweet Lucy!
Thank you Stacey and family for the
training, attention and love you gave to Loki.
He is enjoying his return to New York along
with sister Lucy. Good luck to Loki and the
career he is destined for.

Jim, Bobbie & Pepper

Welcome New and Repeat Raisers
.
.

Amy and Terri welcome another German Shepard into
the region as his co-raisers. Mishkin is one lucky dog to
have two loving “moms.”

Our newest raiser Karen is
delighted to be raising Dayton.

It wasn’t long after Kevin
departed that Allison welcomed
young pup O’Hara for training
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Welcome New and Repeat Raisers …..CONTINUED
Zoe and Helen h ave
come back to full-time
raising. Tux will be one
lucky dog in training.

CJ is going to raise cute
Pluto…he looks like he is
going to be a big boy!

Jody doesn’t get tired of
saying “good bye” to her
last dog and welcoming in
another dog at the blink of
an eye – here’s Edward

A first-time look at
Sonic who is being raised
by Jacob and Carson

Bobbie enjoying an ice cream cone
while Meg patiently waits for something
to drop!

I Scream – We All Scream for Ice Cream
What fun was had by the raisers and volunteers to have been treated to ice
cream by our regional manager, Jeanyne. In lieu of the regular Sunday puppy
classes on August 7, all three groups of dogs, the raisers and sitters got to
participate in an outdoor outing. Thank you Marble Slab Creamery located at
Rockville Town Square for providing a delicious selection of ice cream and
letting the dogs visit inside the store.

Oasis of Bethesda Visit

.

Oasis of Bethesda was visited by Bobbie with Meg, Terri with new
pup Mishkin and Jane accompanied by Sama to do a presentation
about Assistance Dogs.
Oasis is a pioneer in the field of successful aging by offering
continued lifelong learning opportunities for people aged 50+ such as
the understanding and importance of a healthy lifestyles, civic
engagement, evidence-based health programs, volunteer engagement,
computer
as well
as a computer
donation
program
Instead ofinstruction,
the usual class
structure
that would
have been
held called
on August 7 each
RecycleMyComputer.
puppy
class met at the Marble Slab Creamery in downtown Rockville Town Square
for an adult ice cream treat, and a socialization for each of the dogs.
Thank you Jeanyne
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End-of-Summer Doggie Dip Party
End-of-summer sometimes provides dogs the opportunity to
swim in a community pool on the last day before the pool will be
closed. Such was the case on Saturday, September 17 at the
Twinbrook community pool.
GEB pups were invited to its annual Doggie Dip Day on
Saturday, Sept 17th from 9:45-10:45 and before other
community dogs arrived for their fun swim at 11:00. There were
about 8 GEB dogs who took advantage of this swim and
playtime and what fun they all had.
Special thanks go out to our volunteer family Sandra and John
who arranged this event through management, and to Nina,
Twinbrook pool management.
Doggies who had fun included Charlotte, Dexter, Krissy, Meg,
O’Hara, Polly, Quaid, and Sama. Until Sama showed up with
her pretty yellow outfit, it was difficult to tell the dogs apart.

Sandra, Nina and “lifeguard” John

Come on…I’ll
help you out!
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Fun Places to Go

Let us know where you like
to take your pup for outings

Sama joined up with Krissy at K-9 Aquatics for a swimalong. Each of them had a great time jumping into the water
and swimming back with their favorite fetched joy.
Sama, in the life jacket, had so much fun, she needed a
small respite while Krissy looked on to make sure she was
OK and ready to play again.

B

Krissy attending her first Concert on the
Lawn held at the King Farm community.

Jethro hosts Kay for an end of summer play date in Utica,
NY. Kay is six months old and is being raised by Beverly
and Keith former Montgomery region raisers. Kay is
spending her summer on the St. Lawrence river and she is
technically from the Delmarva Region.

Lucy and Krissy waiting patiently for their puppy paw treat after a play date
to say “good-by” before Lucy returned to N.Y. and Lucy enjoying a play date
with brother Loki.

Dante learning to call
“balls and strikes” at a Washington
National’s baseball game that took
place in August
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Let us know where you like
to take your pup for outings

B

Webster has been to see Six at the National Theater
three times, Two of the times he has been in the front
row and each time he has been accompanied by other
dogs. First time with SEGD Alice and TSE Claudia,
second was just TSE Claudia and the third was with
AVD Pilot.
We have even met a member of the cast and she
loves giving the dogs some attention. At the end of the
third show all the cast members acknowledged
Webster and were making kissy faces at him as they
left the stage!

CJ and Webster visiting the Maryland Zoo
as an outing with the GEB Bay Region

On a separate occasion Webster visited the Kennedy Center with CJ to watch the play Hamilton.
As reported by CJ, “He was absolutely amazing! He slept through the whole show and everyone
around us was impressed with his behavior.” Ya for Webster!

Deadline for submission of
articles and/or pictures is
anytime!

Margie -newsletter writer
gebraiser@comcast.net

